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4th December 2009

Ms. Dawn Dickinson
Principal Research Officer
Parliament of Western Australia
Legislative Assembly Committee Office
Levell
Harvest Terrace
West Perth WA 6005

Dear Ms Dickinson

Enclosed please find our submission in respect of the Review by the Joint
Standing Committee on Racing and Wagering Western Australia,

Yours sincerely,

~ ~, \\,-~

Gray Williamson
President

PO Box 178, Belmont, WA 6104 Office: (08) 9277 9880 - 0417 963 869 -Email: b1oodho@bigpond.net.au
Fax: (08) 9479 1880
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WABBA SUBMISSION TO REVIEW BY THE JOINT STANDING COMMITTEE ON
THE REVIEW OF THE RACING AND WAGERING WESTERN AUSTRALIA ACTS.

The Western Australian Bloodhorse Breeders Association (WABBA) would like to
provide input into the current review being conducted by the Joint Standing Committee
into the performance and possible future directions for Racing and Wagering Western
Australia (RWWA).

Since its establishment in 2003 RWWA has made its presence felt with positive effect.
Many in the racing and breeding industry in the harness, thoroughbred and greyhound
racing world were skeptical about the role that could or would be played by such a body
and were concerned about possible adverse impacts on identity and sectional interests.

While clearly some compromises have had to be made by all parties WABBA believes
that the overall impact of RWWA has been a beneficial one for the industry.

The social and economic changes which have impacted on racing and breeding activities
throughout Australia in recent years have been challenging ones which have demanded a
better rationalization of activities . RWWA has provided effective leadership in this area
for Western Australia and is beginning to be seen as an entity which has the capacity to
advocate for the overall industry in some key areas.

There is a close interdependence between racing and breeding which was recognized by
RWWA maintaining and supporting the Westspeed Incentive Scheme first introduced by
the WA Turf Club in 2000/01, as a means of fostering and promoting local thoroughbred
breeding and racing activities. Specifically, the Westspeed Scheme was designed to
encourage local breeders to source quality sires and/or dams in order to develop well bred
progeny and improve Western Australian bloodlines.

The introduction of the Westspeed Bonus Scheme has provided a significant incentive for
breeders to participate more directly in racing. More than 80% of thoroughbred breeders
now own and race horses themselves or do so on a syndicated or leased basis. Westspeed
nominations have increased from 387 full nominations (at a fee of$1650) and 192
breeder only nominations (at a fee of$550) in 200112002 to 740 full nominations and 212
breeder only nominations in 2009. Bonus payments have increased from $685,500 to in
excess of $4mil this year.

The horse production industry - both thoroughbred and standardbred - drives ownership
of racehorses, which in tum drives the amount of racing product available for field size,
therefore producing better turnover and, ultimately through TAB profits, the amount that
can be delivered to the community for the state's economic, employment, community and
social well being.

Racing is developing strongly in WA with horses beginning to sell and perform well
interstate and internationally. WA bred horses such as Rogan Josh, Northerly, Marasco,
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EI Presidente, Miss Andretti, Scenic Blast and Scenic Shot are all by WA based stallions
and for that reason are recognized as Western Australian. Other good horses which have
raced in WA but which are by eastern state sires are not recognized in quite the same
way. The current relatively good levels of prize money have sharpened our competitive
edge and attracted more interstate interest. Any internationally successful racing carnival
in WA will therefore depend significantly on the existence of class runners recognized as
Western Australian bred horses.

For WA to continue to develop a competitive edge in racing there is a need to look at
future infrastructure requirements. We presently lack an appropriate sales venue for
marketing our horses and we lack a suitable quarantine facility to encourage the
participation of overseas horses in any racing program or to accommodate shuttle
stallions from the US and Europe. At present we are required to have horses submit to
quarantine arrangements in either Sydney or Melbourne, often overflying Perth, and then
taking the onerous trip (mostly by road) to WA. A quarantine facility here would have
significant benefits and would encourage the participation of overseas racehorses in any
proposed international racing carnival. The present lack of a quarantine facility inhibits
international competitors, Moreover, horses sold to international buyers from Perth have
the added cost of sending horses to Sydney or Melbourne to satisfy quarantine
requirements before exporting overseas.

Around 80% of horses raced in Western Australia are bred in Western Australia and
for more than fifteen years thoroughbred horse sales have been conducted at Belmont
Race course several times a year. The Western Australian Turf Club is redeveloping the
race course and has notified WABBA that it will no longer be possible to conduct auction
sales on that site including the annual thoroughbred yearling sales. It is unlikely that the
Belmont facility will be available after 2010. Standard bred horse breeders have a similar
need for a horse sales facility.

Sales facilities at Belmont have been barely adequate and it has long been recognized that
the lack of a purpose built facility is a limiting factor on sales growth and most
particularly in respect to attracting buyers from interstate and overseas. Queensland,
New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia all have modern purpose built sales
facilities from which to market product, support buyers and accommodate horses whereas
the Western Australian facilities are an embarrassment

The absence of a purpose built sales facility restricts titning and marketing of horse sales.
The existence of a purpose built facility would permit the breeding industry to work more
effectively with the racing side of the industry to coincide racing carnivals with sales
events etc.

Under its charter to safeguard the viability of the racing industry RWWA helped facilitate
a feasibility study to assess venue options for a sales facility. This study limited itself to
an assessment of sites where the land was already owned by the industry in some way.
The study is now over three years old but at that time concluded that the minimum capital
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cost on a Greenfield's site was in the order of $8m not including the cost of the land. It is
probable therefore that this is an underestimate of the true cost.

Timing is now becoming critical for the industry and it is clearly beyond the capacity of
breeders of thoroughbred horses and standardbred horses to finance a purpose built
facility. It would be possible to consider broader options for a multiple use facility which,
depending on the location could possibly combine a quarantine facility for domestic and
international use, offices to be leased for selling agentslbloodstock companies WABBA
etc; other equestrian sales venues and other revenue raising activities. Pleasure and
sporting horses are a significant and growing component of Western Australian leisure
activities and any purpose built or quarantine facility would be certain to have utility
there and thus wider community support and an opportunity for revenue raising. It
should be noted that in the past two years over $1026m of state and federal funds were
provided in New South Wales for the development of an Australian equine and livestock
events centre in Tamworth New South Wales which was opened in October this year. It
provides a covered stud selling area, seating for 660 people and stables currently for 478
horses designed ultimately to cater for 700 and a theatre style selling ring.

The isolation of this state means that the absence of a sales facility will significantly
diminish the thoroughbred horse breeding industry and therefore ultimately the racing
industry in Western Australia. It needs to be clarified whether RWWA under its present
charter to safeguard the viability of the racing industry would be able to establish or
finance a purpose built sales facility but it is clear that a new study is most urgently
required to identify options and avenues for funding from appropriate government
sources to assist the industry to establish a sales facility.

The geographic isolation ofWA and the size of the industry mean that it is not possible to
support competing auction houses. The integrity of the industry is important and there is
a reluctance to see a single auction house financing sales premises. Magic Millions has
in any case indicated a reluctance to fully fund given that their overwhehning financial
return comes from Queensland and their future plans involve heavy investments there.
Options for financing could include a public/private partnership with an industry
contribution with perhaps a government contribution through an interest free loan.

As part of the industry, thoroughbred breeding in Western Australian makes a significant
contribution to the state economy.

• Approximately 80% of horses racing in WA are bred in WA.
• The state government enjoys significant revenue (around $60m from

thoroughbred racing per annum) from racing activities which are entirely
industry financed.

• The industry employs several thousand people including ancillary services (vets,
farriers, feed merchants Tafe College staff etc) as well as direct employment by
studs and breeders.
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• In 2003 the number of Thoroughbred broodmares was 2,300 which grew to 2,600
in 2008 with a commensurate 2003 foal crop of 1,500 rising to 1,800 in 2008.

• Income through direct sales conducted by Magic Millions in WA touched
$16.2mil in 2008. Of that $3mil came from eastern states buyers with their share
growing from $1.5mil in 2003 to $3mil in 2008. $lmil accounted for overseas
interests in 2008 which were affected by the Equine Influenza outbreak. The
previous year saw $2.2mil from overseas buyers reflecting a growth of$1.5mil in
2003 to $2.2mil in 2007.

• For Standardbred horses the sales aggregate in 2008 was $1.9mil with a foal crop
of approximately 700 for the past two years .

• Many overseas buyers tend to buy feed and livery as well while visiting WA and
international export thoroughbred feed sales have grown significantly to Dubai
and other Asian outlets in the past two years.

• Gross direct sales through Magic Millions in 2003 were $6.4lnil. This has grown
to $16.2mil in 2008.

• The auction industry attracts to the state of Western Australia overseas and
interstate investors of significance from places like Malaysia, Singapore and
South Africa and lnore lately Hong Kong, Dubai, Korea and Japan. To many of
these investors the pursuit of excellence in ownership of champions is often
accompanied by allied investments in stud properties, real estate developments,
spending on infrastructure, import/export opportunities, and corporate enterprises
including high profile hotels and resort developments .

In summary RWWA is taking a leadership role for the racing industry in Western
Australia but there is a need clarify whether its charter would enable it to establish
and finance a purpose built facility and to set some parameters for the future
development of racing in this state . The industry is at a crossroads and there is an
urgent need to resolve some basic infrastructure requirements for a purpose built
sales facility and for a quarantine facility (either separate or combined) to ensure the
long term viability of the industry. A study of the options is urgently required and
WABBA would look forward to working with RWWA to facilitate this .

Gray Williamson
President
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